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	Reactive programming is revolutionary. It makes asynchronous programming cleaner, intuitive, and robust. Discover how to use the RxJS library to write programs in a simpler way, unifying asynchronous mechanisms such as callbacks and promises into a single, powerful construct. Learn to think about your programs as streams of data that you can transform by expressing what should happen, instead of having to painstakingly program how it should happen. You'll be able to handle real-world concurrency and write complex flows of events in your applications with ease.

	

	Create highly concurrent applications while writing simpler code using the Reactive Extensions for JavaScript (RxJS), a set of libraries for event composition. Programming real-world applications in JavaScript involves lots of asynchronous events--you might end up spending more time coordinating asynchronous code in your program than writing its actual functionality. This book introduces concepts and tools from reactive programming that will help you write cleaner and more robust asynchronous programs.

	

	Find out about Observable sequences, a unifying data type to write highly concurrent code. Discover Schedulers and change the concept of time in your applications, making asynchronous testing sane again. Along the way you'll see real-world examples for the browser and Node.js, including a real-time earthquake visualization in 20 lines of code and a frantic shoot-'em-up space videogame. You'll also use Cycle.js - a modern, fully reactive web framework - to make a whole new breed of web applications.

	

	By the end of the book, you'll know how to apply reactive programming to solve complex problems, build efficient programs with reactive user interfaces, and write your code more declaratively.

	

	What You Need:

	

	A modern web browser, Node.JS installed in your computer, and the RxJS JavaScript library.
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AutoCAD 2004: One Step at a Time - Part IForager Publications, 2003
This thorough text will teach you how to use AutoCAD's startup wizards to open a new drawing, recognize the various parts of the AutoCAD user interface, use color, use linetypes, create dimensions, and much more.

In this book, you will

	Know how to use AutoCAD's startup wizards to set up a new drawing

...
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Fundamentals of Financial ManagementSouth-Western College, 2003

	The market leader, Brigham/Houston continues to grow in reputation as the most effective approach for learning. It is also updated to reflect the latest in theory, research, real-world examples, and use of technology. The seamless, integrated ancillary package - done by the authors - is a hallmark of this package that makes course preparation...
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McGraw-Hill Education Geometry Review and WorkbookMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	This engaging review guide and workbook is the ideal tool for sharpening your Geometry skills!

	

	This review guide and workbook will help you strengthen your Geometry knowledge, and it will enable you to develop new math skills to excel in your high school classwork and on standardized tests. Clear and concise...
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Recommender Systems: An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2010

	“Which digital camera should I buy? What is the best holiday for me and
	my family? Which is the best investment for supporting the education of my
	children? Which movie should I rent? Which web sites will I find interesting?
	Which book should I buy for my next vacation? Which degree and university
	are the best for my...
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Principles of Constraint ProgrammingCambridge University Press, 2003

	This book is about constraint programming, an alternative approach to programming which relies on a combination of techniques that deal with reasoning and computing. It has been successfully applied in a number of fields including molecular biology, electrical engineering, operations research and numerical analysis. The central notion is that...
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My iPad 2 (covers iOS 5) (3rd Edition)Que, 2011

	The iPad is a unique and totally revolutionary device in many ways. The iPad is a tablet computer featuring multi-touch interaction with print, video, photo, and audio multimedia, internet browsing, and runs most iPhone OS apps. The device has an LED-backlit 9.7-inch (25 cm) color LCD display and uses a virtual keyboard...
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